IES Abroad: Vienna

Course Code | Course Title | SJU Equivalency | EGP | Date Reviewed | Dept Chair/Dean Name | Semester
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
AN701 328 | The Culture of Imagination | Not Yet Approved | | | | Spring
AN701 546 | Symbolism & Deconstruction | | | | | Spring
AN330 345 | Comparative Austrian and European Youth Cultures: Theories & Practice | Not Yet Approved | | | | Spring
AN 221 | Austrian Art and Architecture | ART 196 | Art/Lit GEP | 11/12 | Paul Aspen, Humanities Dean | Fall/Spring
AR 320 | Modern Architecture in Vienna | Art/GEO | 11/12 | Paul Aspen, Humanities Dean | Spring
AU 312 | Italian and Northern European Baroque Painting | Not Yet Approved | | | | Spring
AU 350 | Art Analysis I: What is Modern Art? | Not Yet Approved | | | | Spring
AU 362 | Art Analysis II: Current Exhibitions in Vienna | Not Yet Approved | | | | Spring
AU 370 | Italian and Northern Renaissance Painting | Not Yet Approved | | | | Spring
AR 700 | Experimental Studies in Applied Art: Screen Printing | Not Yet Approved | | | | Fall/Spring
CU 321 | Auditing in Text & Film I | GRM 336 | Art/Lit GEP | 4/30/14 | Paul Aspen, Humanities Dean | Fall
CU 342 | Auditing in Text & Film II | GRM 337 | Art/Lit GEP | 4/30/14 | Paul Aspen, Humanities Dean | Spring
CU 565 | The Cultural Heritage of Austria | Not Yet Approved | | | | Fall/Spring
CU/IES 304 | Vienna: Past and Present | Not Yet Approved | | | | Spring
DRA340 | Vienne Thomas | Not Yet Approved | | | | Fall/Spring
DRA341 | Vienne Theater II | Not Yet Approved | | | | Spring
IC 356 | Transition to Market Economy in Central & Eastern Europe | Not Yet Approved | | | | Spring
IC 357 | Europe in the Global Economy | ECO 306 | Social Science GEP, Econ minor/major credit | 12/1/12 | Nancy Fox, Social Sciences Dean | Spring
IC 358 | Financial Markets and the Economy | Not Yet Approved | | | | Spring
FT 341 | European Monetary Union and Financial Markets | Not Yet Approved | | | | Spring/Fall
GR 101 | German Language in Context: Novice Abroad I | GRM 101 | Elective Only | 2/20/14 | Paul Aspen, Humanities Dean | Fall/Spring
GR 401 | German Language in Context: Emerging Competent Abroad 1 | GRM 306 | Upper level major/minor course | 6/1/15 | Sharon Krahmer, Humanities Dean | Fall/Spring
GR 403 | German Language in Context: Emerging Competent Abroad II | GRM 307 | Upper level major/minor course | 6/1/15 | Sharon Krahmer, Humanities Dean | Fall/Spring
GR 513 | Case Study Business | GRM 346 | | | | Fall/Spring
GR 811 | German Language in Context: Competent Abroad | GRM 396 | Upper level major/minor course | 8/1/15 | Sharon Krahmer, Humanities Dean | Fall/Spring
HS 380 | Ein de Nach Viennese 1880-1914 | HIS 396 | HIS Major credit | 2/20/14 | Nancy Fox, Social Sciences Dean | Fall
HS 383 | History of the Habsburg Empire | HIS 396 | HIS Major credit | 6/1/15 | Nancy Fox, Social Sciences Dean | Fall
HS 385 | Modern Austria in Central Europe | HIS 379 or HIS 379 | | | | Spring/Summer
HS 451 | Advanced Topics in History of the Habsburg Emprer | Not Yet Approved | | | | Spring
HS/L 311 | Nations and Religions | HIS 296 | Not a THE REL under GEP, HIS Minor | 5/1/14 | Paul Aspen, Humanities Dean, Nancy Fox, Social Sciences Dean | Spring
HS/L 312 | Consensus and Conflict | HIS 396 | Not a THE REL under GEP, Private see HIS chair for major/minor approval | 12/2/13 | Nancy Fox, Social Sciences Dean | Fall
HS/L 326 | East-West Passage: Emigration from Central Europe & U.S. in 1920s & 20th Century | Not Yet Approved | | | | Fall
IC 315 | International Communications | Not Yet Approved | | | | Spring
IBM-XN 395 | Supervised Business Internship | HRT 496 | | | | Fall/Spring
IB MK 318 | Arts, Entrepreneurship and Cultural Management | MKT 331 | | | | Spring
IB MK 305 | International Business and Marketing in Central Europe | MKT 331 | | 6/2/13 | | Fall/Spring
IB MK 344 | International Business: Towards a Global Market | Not Yet Approved | | | | Fall
IB 320 | Arts Criticism | ART 185 | | | | Fall/Spring
IY 331 | Comparative Central European Literature: Culture, History & Ideology | Not Yet Approved | | | | Spring
IB/SU 301 | The Woman as Writer and Perspectivist in Austria 1840-1940 | ENGL 396 | Please see Dean for GEP approval | 5/30/14 | Paul Aspen, Humanities Dean | Fall/Spring
IB/PE 301 | International Project Management & Petroleum Economics | DMS 320 | Major/minor credit | 5/15 | Richard Herschel, Chair | Fall
AG 329 | Business Ethics | Not Yet Approved | | | | Spring
AG/RB 348 | Management Theory & Practice | Not Yet Approved | | | | Fall/Spring
AG/RBM 302 | Managing Behavior in Organizations | Not Yet Approved | | | | Spring
AG/RBM 304 | Principles of Social Recording and Room Acoustics for Musicians | Not Yet Approved | | | | Spring
AG/MT 407 | Music in Performance | MT 355 | Art/Lit GEP | 5/15 | Sharon Krahmer, Humanities Dean | Fall/Spring
AG/MT 401 | Music Survey: Middle Ages to Baroque | Not Yet Approved | | | | Spring
AG/MT 406 | Music Survey: Classical Era | ART 158 | | | | Fall
AG/MT 425 | Music in Venice | Not Yet Approved | | | | Fall/Spring
AG/MT 436 | Weiner Musik & Soen of the Century Vienna | Not Yet Approved | | | | Fall
AG/MT 475 | Arnold Schoenberg and the 20th. Century | Not Yet Approved | | | | Spring
AG/MT 500 | Cross- Cultural Philosophy | PHP 326 | Okay for Philosophical Anthropology | 2/20/14 | Paul Aspen, Humanities Dean | Fall/Spring
AP/PH 470 | The Vienna Circle and American Philosophy | PHP 301 | Please see CO, Chair for major/minor approval | | | | Spring
AP 331P | Government and Politics in Austria | POL 296 | Social Science GEP | 9/2/11 | Nancy Fox, Social Sciences Dean | Spring
AP/PE 231 | In Search of Sustainability: Energy, Environment and Society in Central Europe | POL 296 or ENVS 296 | Social Science GEP | 12/12 | Nancy Fox, Social Sciences Dean | Spring
AP 229 | The Political Geography of the New Europe | POL 297 | Social Science GEP | 12/11 | Nancy Fox, Social Sciences Dean | Spring
AP 309 | International Organizations: Structure & Case Studies | POL 312 | | | | Spring
AP 382 | Geopolitics of the Nation State | POL 306 | IEPOL Credit: GlobalOverlay | 5/1/14 | Nancy Fox, Social Sciences Dean | Fall
AP 383 | International Organizations: Structure & Case Studies | POL 312 | IEPOL Credit: GlobalOverlay | 5/1/14 | Nancy Fox, Social Sciences Dean | Fall
AS 331 | Cross-Cultural Psychology | Not Yet Approved | | | | Fall
AS 321 | Personality Theories and Psychopathology | Not Yet Approved | | | | Fall
AS 336 | Psychology of Language | Not Yet Approved | | | | Fall
AS 346 | Psychosomatic, Psychodynamic Therapy and Human Psychology in Context: Culture, History & Ideology | Not Yet Approved | | | | Spring
AS 350 | Women Project on Child Development: Culture and Development Project | Not Yet Approved | | | | Spring
AS 354 | Health Psychology & Communication Skills Training | Not Yet Approved | | | | Spring
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